Priscilla's Big Night
It's a relatively normal day in the apartment complex building where the Green Team resides.
Calimero, the main leader of the group, is out on a personal walk by himself, with the rest of the
group still inside their flat doing their own things. Priscilla however, is sitting on her armchair, with
her eys rolled up and resting her head on her left hand, thinking about her best boyfriend.
"Sigh... me and Calimero have been the best friends throughout all the years, and yet we've not
really had the chance to spend any quality time together..." Priscilla said to herself and begins to
drift off into her mind. It doesn't take long for her to come up with an idea though.
"Ah, I know what to do!" Priscilla said and gets up from her chair to perform a variety of things
around the flat, like cleaning, vacumming the floor, and so on. While most of the members don't
mind it much for the moment, Piero is the only to be bothered by Priscilla's running about the
apartment.
"Hrm. I'm trying to read my comic here, and out of nowhere Priscilla suddenly decides to start
cleaning around!?" Piero said to himself with an annoyed look on his face.
"Maybe she's finding the apartment really dusty or something? I mean, it hasn't been days since
Roshita last cleaned in here." Valeriano said.
"Hmpf, so you're telling me that I stink at cleaning??" Roshita questioned him.
"No. What I'm saying is that even if you've done your best to clean around here, maybe someone
else feels the need to do so as well. That's what I'm figuring with Priscilla at least..." Valeriano said.
"Hrm. I hope so, because I'AM literally doing my best cleaning up after you guys." Roshita said.
"Try not to mind his opinions too much now, ok? I'm fairly sure Valeriano didn't mean anything bad
with it." Susie told her.
"Alright then... still wonder what Priscilla's planning... Priscilla!" Roshita called to her.
"Yes?" Priscilla stopped and turns to look towards where Roshita's sitting.
"Why are you cleaning around the apartment??" Roshita wondered.
"Yeah, so do I wonder as well." Valeriano said.
"It... it has to do with my boyfriend." Priscilla answered.
"Aha, so he's suddenly gone rather picky about things being clean in here?" Piero asked out of
curiosity.
"I don't think it's about that, Piero. Priscilla, could you please tell us what exactly you're planning
for him?" Valeriano asked.
"Yeah, do please tell us." Susie said.
"Sorry guys, but... te hee... it's gonna be a secret for now." Priscilla said and resumes cleaning.

As Priscilla keeps cleaning around the apartment, it eventually becomes too much for Piero,
especially as the dust keeps flying into his nose which makes him sneeze.
"Hmpf. I've had enough of Priscilla's cleaning around this flat. I better go out for a while..." Piero
said and goes outside for some fresh air.
"Say... would you like any help, Priscilla?" Valeriano asked her.
"No thanks. I can do it on my own. Why don't you guys go out and do something you'd like doing?
I want to be for myself for a while." Priscilla said.
"But why can't we be in here?" Valeriano asked.
"Don't ask me why, I have my reasons." Priscilla said and stands in her place waiting for the other
members to head outside.
"I guess we better do as she says. Not that I'd mind it though, because I'm getting increasingly bored
in here anyway." Susie said and heads out, with Roshita heading out as well. After some thought
Valeriano decides to head out as well.
"Ah, finally all by myself. I'm gonna plan something very big for my boyfriend when he gets back
here!" Priscilla said and resumes cleaning around the flat.
Outside the building, the other members discuss what Priscilla's really up to, with none of them
being able to come up with any real answers.
"I really wonder what Priscilla is planning to do in there..." Valeriano said.
"Same here. I can't seem to think of any good theory as to what she has on mind..." Roshita said.
"I don't think we should worry. Let's just go to the park and do something fun now, right?" Susie
said and heads for the park, with the others following suit.
"Hm... naw, I can't seem to think of any reason behind Priscilla's "special" thing for Calimero... ah
well, I guess I shouldn't be minding it for now." Valeriano said and heads towards the park as well.
At the park, Valeriano decides to do his most favorite thing; skateboarding. He takes out his
skateboard and is about to head for the skateboarding ramp until Susie interrupts him.
"Could I have a go at skateboarding?" Susie asked him. Valeriano just chuckes at her question.
"Seriously Susie, I don't think skateboarding is of much joy for a girl like you." Valeriano said.
"How DARE you insult her like that! Of course you can have a go Susie. Since when was it written
that girls shouldn't be allowed to do skateboarding??" Piero said and gives Susie the go-ahead.
Fitted with all the skating gear on her body, Susie then pulls out her own skateboard.
"There, now I'm ALL ready to do some skateboarding stunts!" Susie said and heads to the ramp.
"Oh, I can't watch..." Valeriano said and closes his eyes, thinking Susie will soon fall off the
skateboard and hurt herself.

"Come on Susie. Show us your stunts!" Piero cheered her on as Susie starts going down the ramp.
The moment she attempts her first stunt is when Valeriano hopes that nothing happens to her. After
a few seconds he opens his eyes again, and to his surprise Susie's performing rather well, even
better than Valeriano.
"Yay! You're surely the queen of skateboarding Susie!" Piero kept cheering.
"Grr... if she thinks she can beat my stunts, then I'll show her otherwise!" Valeriano said and picks
up his skateboard. At this moment Susie gets off the ramp to rest a bit.
"Ha ha hah, that was quite fun! Maybe I should do this more often." Susie said. She then sees
Valeriano heading for the ramp.
"Susie, I think we need to see who of us is the best skateboarder here..." Valeriano said in a rather
jealous tone.
"Oh, so you're challenging me? Bring it on then. Let's see who of us will be doing the best stunts!
Just so you know though, I'll be beating you with little effort." Susie taunted him.
"Aha? We'll see about it my lady!" Valeriano said and tightens his helmet. After getting to their
spots at the opposite sides they're about to start skateboarding. Piero does the countdown before the
start.
"Alright then. You guys start doing your stunts at my signal." Piero said.
"Alright." Susie said.
"Right... Five, four..." Piero started to count down. He's interrupted though when he sees Valeriano
trying to make a head start.
"I saw that Valeriano! Get back to your position again, and don't try to start again before the
countdown's finished!" Piero told him.
"Ooh... alright then." Valeriano said and goes back to his spot again.
"FIve, four, three..." Piero began counting down again. When the countdown's finished Valeriano
and Susie then take turns doing stunts on on their skateboards. They both do relatively well, until
Susie outperforms Valeriano yet again, landing her skateboard perfectly in various elegant ways.
"Ok Greenie. What do you say about that, hunh?" Susie taunted him again.
"Grr, just you wait Susie..." Valeriano said and goes down the on his skateboard as fast as he can.
However, Valeriano goes so fast that he goes too far up off the ramp, doing volt after volt after volt
over and over until he lands on top of a tree.
"Bravo Susie. That was quite impressive!!" Piero applauded Susie.
"Yeah! I didn't expect you to be this good at skateboarding!" Roshita applauded her as well.
"Thank you guys. Thank you!" Susie bowed to them both.

"Hang on. Where'd Valeriano gone off to??" Piero asked. They all look around to see where their
friend could be, and after looking up they see him sitting on top of the tree just behind them.
"What in the world is he doing up there?" Piero asked himself.
"You want help getting back down?" Roshita asked Valeriano.
"No thanks. I'm fine. I'll get down on my own." Valeriano said and starts climbing down the tree.
Meanwhile, in the Green Team's apartment Priscilla's just finished her cleaning, and is now
arranging all the furniture in the living room. After getting everything in the right positions, Priscilla
starts thinking over how her plan will be turning out.
"Te hee... I'm highly anticipating the moment I and Calimero will be for ourselves this day. It's just
going to be soo sweet!" Priscilla said and giggled a little to herself. She then looks at the watch on
her wrist and rushes out to buy a few things.
Back in the park outside, Piero is now trying his hands at doing tricks on the skateboard as well, but
constantly falls off of it.
"Realize it Piero. You'll never the hang of it." Valeriano said.
"Aw come on, he should have his chance too. Keep going Piero. I'm sure you can do it!" Susie said.
"Well. I'll keep on trying!" Piero said and keeps trying to balance on his skateboard for minutes. On
the last try he seems to finally get the hang of it. His joy is shortlived though, because no sooner is
he crashing into one of the benches in the park and falls off yet again.
"Ow... alright, guess I'll just give up now. I'm a bit tired of all that skateboarding around. I'll go and
get myself an ice cream and just sit down for a while..." Piero said and goes to buy himself an ice
cream. He then lies down on one of the benches in the park to tug into his seeet little goodie.
"May I site with you Piero?" Susie asks him.
"Aaw... alright then." Piero said and reluctantly gets himself into sitting position to make room for
Susie to have a seat.
"Did you love the stunts I did on the skateboard ramp? I think I did pretty well!" Susie said.
"It was the most glamorous performance I have even seen in my life. In fact, you did better than
most skateboarding fellas around!" Piero complimented.
"Aww, how sweet Piero!" Susie said while blushing at his words and starts hugging him.
"H-hey, back off will you!" Piero said as he tries to push her away to no avail, worried about his ice
cream melting in the sun.
At the bench to the left of them, Valeriano and Roshita are watching the two lovebirds as they're
having their little "business". Roshita's not quite happy about how her relationship is looking like.
"Sigh... why isn't Valeriano showing any love for me... am I really that bad?" she asked herself.

"Hm... I keep wondering over Priscilla and her "special thing"... what did she really mean by that??"
Valeriano thought to himself.
"Aw, it's probably nothing too special. And answer me now; WHY am I not getting any more
attention from you??" Roshita asked him. Valeriano sighs and looks over to the other side.
"There's no specific reason as to why I haven't shown any love or romance for you. I've just been
too busy with my filming work, and all the piles of papers of crimes and investigations we still got
to sort out. That's all really." Valeriano explained. Roshita's mood is further dampened upon hearing
this. She then look over to Piero and Susie again.
"Sigh... I wonder if Valeriano will ever be spending more with me someday... I'm starting to feel
like he's not taking our relationship seriously... what if he doesn't love?? Aw, I'm sure he does. He's
just too afraid to show any love for me." Roshita thought to herself.
They later return back to their flat to take a bit of rest. Straight away though they're seeing some
differences inside compared to before they headed out.
"Hm, strange. I don't think that picture was standing on that drawer before!" Susie said and points to
the drawer to the left of the other one where the picture frame usually stands at.
"Phah, like that's the weirdest thing. Maybe's it's just been moved. After all, at some point things
just have to be moved around you know." Piero said, not seeming the least surprised.
"Well, let's just hope everything else is like before." Valeriano said.
They head into the living room to lie on their chairs, but are shocked to see the entire living room
having the furnitures shuffled around and fixed up, with the curtains on the windows having been
switched with heart-motif ones, and candles and plates on the table.
"Priscilla!!" Valeriano called her.
"What? ... oh, hello guys." Priscilla said after coming out of the bathroom.
"Oh, sorry. Were you just...?" Valeriano asked.
"Oh, not really. I was just cleaning around in there." Priscilla said.
"Tell us Priscilla... about the changes to the living room... is this your work, and just what in the
world are you up to?!!" Valeriano asked her.
"Well... you see, I'm planning to have a private night with Calimero all by ourselves." Priscilla said.
"Oh, a private night huh? Now I see..." Valeriano said.
"Yeah. I'm not done yet though. I've still got a few things to do before it's all ready." Priscilla said.
"Oh, alright." Valeriano said..
"Can I ask you guys something? ... will you please keep this a secret from Calimero until he
returns?" Priscilla said.

"Ok, we promise not to spoil anything for him." Roshita said.
"I have a request as well... I want you to stay out of the apartment until my night with Calimero is
over, because I want this night to turn out pretty special, and having you around would just simply
not work out." Priscilla said.
"You're just booting us out now?? No way, I'm gonna stay here. I don't wanna sleep in some
dumpster or anything." Piero objected.
"I think it's for the best Piero. We don't ruin their night now, do we?" Valeriano told him.
"Agh... alright, I guess we'll be off then." Piero said.
"In other words, we'll be following your request and we won't tell Calimero about your night
beforehand." Valeriano assured Priscilla.
"Aw, great! Glad I can trust you guys." Priscilla said.
"Don't worry Piero. I'm sure we'll find a place to stay at for the night." Susie said.
"Yeah, but the question is... WHERE would we go?" Piero asked.
"I don't know. Even so, we will be finding someplace to stay." Valeriano said.
Valeriano and friends head out again, only to see Calimero having just returned from his walk.
"Oh. Hi Calimero, old buddy! How's your walk been?" Valeriano asked him.
"Very good, thank you." Calimero responded.
"So, did you find anything interesting?" Susie asked.
"Well, I did actually. It's basically a small shrine box of some kind." Calimero said and pulls out the
shrine box from his bag to show it to his friends.
"Ooo, quite interesting! Wonder what could be in it." Susie said.
"Good question. I haven't been able to open it on my own, but I will get to it after I've taken my
nap. Where are you guys off to though?" Calimero said.
"Oh, we're just going out to have some fun in the park." Valeriano said.
"Yep, that's right. By the way, have you heard of Susie's performance at the skating ramp earlier
today? She literally woed me and the others by her stunts!" Piero began bragging.
"Oh, Piero. Really??" Susie asked him.
"Um... yeah, I'm sure about it. Your stunts were just a divine sight to behold." Piero said.
They manage to keep Calimero outside for quite some time with their random talk about things.
Feeling rather tired, Calimero just wants to go inside and lay down on the couch.

"Sorry to be the boring one here, but... may I go in now?" Calimero asked.
"Em..." the other guys said, not feeling sure about it yet. Calimero decides to go in anyway, but
everytime he tries they stop him by talking about more random things, as well as doing various
things to try and distract him. It all goes fairly well until Piero almost accidentally spoils everything.
"Oh, and did you know that Priscilla's planning a big night with y..." Piero nearly finished, but
realizes he just spoilt it all and quickly hides truth by saying his phrase differently.
"Er, well. I mean, Priscilla's planning to have some sort of... er... what is it guys??" Piero said.
"Oh, er... Um, yeah. She's planning a movie night. Yes, a movie night. Heh heh..." Valeriano began
joking along, with the others doing the same. Calimero doesn't seem to know what's going on
though, which makes the others sigh with relief.
"What are you sighing about?" Calimero asked.
"Oh, nothing." Roshita said.
"Oh, I just forgot something before heading out. I'll be right back." Valeriano said and heads inside
while closing the door.
"How are things going Priscilla? Is it all done yet? Calimero really wants to come in now."
Valeriano said.
"Oh, he's back already? Well, it's all finished by now. He may come in now." Priscilla said.
"Alright, I'll let him in then. Oh, by the way..." Valeriano said and goes into his room to get his
video camera.
"I forgot my video camera on the way out. You never know what sights you may see at nighttime,
and I don't mean in here of course." Valeriano said.
"Alright. Would you please go now?" Priscilla asked.
"Ok, I will. Hope your night'll turn out to be a good one." Valeriano said.
"Thanks Valeriano, I'm sure it will! I'm wishing the same for you guys." Priscilla said.
"I'm sure we'll manage it somehow." Valeriano said and heads back outside again.
"May I please go in now, or do you plan to keep me out for the rest of the day?" Calimero asked.
"Of, of course you can. Priscilla's just been doing some... er, cleaning around, and... well, she just
didn't want anyone in there messing it all up again." Valeriano said and let's Calimero go inside.
"Um, Valeriano?" Roshita asked.
"Yes Roshita?" Valeriano asked back.
"About the part where you forgot something... was it just some sort of distraction?" Roshita asked.

"Actually no. I DID forget something; my video camera." Valeriano said.
"Ah, figures..." Roshita said. After saying her words they head out of the building.
In their apartment Calimero is hoping to just sit down on the couch and relax after his long walk. He
enters his bedroom first and puts his bag on the table. He then heads towards the living room, only
to be shocked over what has been done to it.
"Hm. Strange... I don't remember the room looking like this when I left earlier." Calimero said to
himself. Curious anyhow, he starts examining the room. It isn't long before he hears a voice familiar
to him.
"Oh Calimerooo..." the voice called out to him. The voice instantly reminds him of Priscilla.
"H-hello? Where are you??" Calimero asked. He keeps looking around, but can't see Priscilla
anywhere. While having his back turned, a round-headed figure with a ribbon band appears behind
him.
"Ah, you're finally back Calimero. Isn't this room looking lovely?" the person asked.
"Wha??" Calimero said and freezes on the spot, ready to respond in case someone's prepared a trap.
"Turn around darling..." the person told him. Calimero turns around, and the darkness hiding the
person's identity fades away, revealing Priscilla wearing a purple dress and high heels of matching
color.
"Oh, what... w-what a surprise!!" Calimero said upon seeing Priscilla.
"Oh, did my entrance surprise you?" Priscilla asked him with a smile on her face.
"Yeah, you really did surprise me there for a moment!" Calimero said.
"Te he hee. That was basically my intention... are you feeling tired after that long walk you've been
having?" Priscilla asked him.
"Yeah, why do you ask...?" Calimero said and is about to sit down on one of the armchairs.
"No no no, let me help you to your armchair!" Priscilla said and leads him to the armchair nearby.
After Calimero sits down Priscilla begins to give him a shoulder massage. While Priscilla's giving
him his massage Calimero can't help but wonder what Priscilla's up to.
"Um, sorry if I ask. I know I should just enjoy this, but... what exactly are you planning for me,
what with the different-looking living room, the new curtains, and so on?" Calimero asked her.
Priscilla starts to blush a little, and starts telling him what she's planning for them both.
"Well, I've been feeling that it's been a veery long time now since you and I have done anything
romantic together, let alone even having a date. I just want to spend more time with you, and the
best way to make it happen... is to have a private night for ourselves in our flat." Priscilla said while
continuing to massage his shoulders.
"But what about the other guys?" Calimero asked.

"No need to worry. They can have their fun elsewhere. They've agreed to leave us alone for the
night, so it's just you and me here." Priscilla said and starts to walk slowly around his armchair,
pulling her finger under his beak, hugging her arms around him, and resting herself on his lap with
her back down while moving her legs up and down in attempt to make Calimero feel more attracted
to her.
After thinking through everything and enduring Priscilla's attempts at making him more attracted
towards her, he eventually agrees.
"You're right. We should take it easy and just be for ourselves for... f-for once." Calimero began to
sweat. Priscilla's attempts at seducing Calimero seems to be paying off.
"I knew you would agree to it! I have a feeling our night could be turning out very special..."
Priscilla said and keeps pulling her finger under Calimero's beak while laying on his lap.
"S-same here... P-P-Priscilla... W-Would you please... s-stop it now?? I can barely keep my thoughts
straight." Calimero said.
"Oh sorry. Guess I'm getting a bit carried away." Priscilla said and stops trying to seduce Calimero.
"so, how was my shoulder massage? Did it help you relax?"
"It was alright thank you. It really helped me relax." Calimero said. After saying this Priscilla gets
off of his lap and begins to stand up.
"I'll be in the kitchen preparing the dinner we're gonna have tonight. If you need anything just tell
me." Priscilla said and heads into the kitchen.
"Thank you, I will." Calimero said and starts reading on the newspaper Priscilla's put besides him.
Meanwhile at some other place, Valeriano and the other Green Team members are discussing where
they could hang out until Calimero and Priscilla's little love night are over.
"So, as we know Calimero and Priscilla are having a little night for themselves in our apartment.
Where do you think we could hang out until they're finished?" Valeriano asked the others.
"Hm. I don't know..." Roshita said.
"What about that dance club over there?" Piero said and points to the dance club in front of them.
"Um, I'm not so sure there..." Valeriano said.
"Yeah, me too. I don't think hanging out at a dance club really is a..." Roshita said.
"That's a brilliant idea Piero!! Let's go there!" Susie excitedly agrees and goes with Piero to the
dance club, leaving Valeriano and Roshita to their own.
"Hm... well, at least someone was quite receptive of Piero's idea." Roshita said.
"Yep. Guess we're on our own... say, should we go to that store over there?" Valeriano suggested.
"Naw, I'm not in the mood for it... what about that flower store?" Roshita suggested.

"Um... not really." Valeriano said.
"Hrm... you're not much of a romantic person, are you?" Roshita said.
"What? Of course I'AM!" Valeriano told her.
"Really...?" Roshita asked with a look of doubt on her face.
"Yeah..." Valeriano said.
"I don't think so. I mean, Priscilla always gets flowers from her girlfriend. Susie gets all the
attention from Piero. Meanwhile I'm confined to just being the lone girl, not getting any flowers,
attention, or anything!" Roshita said.
"Look, I... I'm sorry for not having put any more attention towards you. It's just that... well... um,
can we talk about something else now?" Valeriano tried to change the subject.
"Sigh... so, where do you think we should be hanging out then?" Roshita asked.
"I've got no idea there Roshita..." Valeriano said and tries to think of some other places, but is
unable to come up with anything good. "Nope. I just can't come up with anything..."
"Well, since none of the ideas were up to our taste, maybe we should go to the dance club as well."
Roshita said.
"Hm... Alright, I suppose we should. Let's go Roshita." Valeriano said and goes with Roshita to the
dance club. Right outside the entrance to the club is Mr. Critichelli standing, looking around with
binocular lenses.
"Oh, hello there Mr. Critichelli." Roshita greeted him.
"Oh, one of the first to greet me so far I see." Mr. Critichelli said.
"What are you keeping an lookout on?" Valeriano asked.
"I'm on a personal mission... I'm going to be documenting any crimes that might be going on around
these places. I mean, at a dance club like this there's bound to be some sort of dubious stuff going
on from time to time." Mr. Critichelli said.
"Well... yeah, I suppose so." Valeriano said.
"Oh, one thing... are you also gonna do the same thing?" Mr. Critichelli asked Valeriano.
"Nope. We're just gonna have an night out, that's all." Valeriano said.
"Ah, I see... well, enjoy yourselves then." Mr. Critichelli said and goes back to looking around with
his binoculars
"Thanks. And good luckwith your mission." Valeriano said and heads inside with Roshita.
"Bye bye Mr. Critichelli!" Roshita said

"Hmpf... They may wish me all the luck they want. At this point I'm getting absolutely NOWHERE
unless something starts happening here soon. Hopefully something's gonna turn up in a matter of
minutes or hours..." Mr. Critichelli said after snorting at Valeriano's words.
Inside the dance club, Piero and Susie are already having their fun on the dance floor. Roshita keeps
asking Valeriano to come with her, but the latter just simply sits on his seat.
"Come on Valeriano, don't be so reluctant to dance! At least maybe you can dance with me??"
Roshita asked him.
"Naa... I just don't feel like it. You guys enjoy yourselves." Valeriano said. The reason Valeriano
doesnät feel like dancing is because he hasn't even danced once in his entire life before. Roshita's
feeling annoyed by his reluctance.
"Hmpf. Ok, if just sitting there all night is what you're gonna do, so be it. I'll be heading to the
dance floor all by myself." Roshita said and heads to the dance floor to dance by herself. Not even
having taken her first step yet, it doesn't take long for her to get knocked away by Piero and Susie
who are rocking around on the floor like crazy.
"Aow, watch where you're heading!" Roshita said after getting herself back on her feet.
"Ops, sorry Roshita. We didn't see you from behind." Susie apologized.
"That's alright. Just make sure to watch where you're going next time." Roshita said.
"Alright. Say, do you wanna join us?" Susie asked her.
"Sure. I'll just go and get Valeriano first." Roshita said and goes to get Valeriano. After a few
seconds Roshita returns with him, dragging him onto the dance floor while he's trying to get away.
"Seriously Roshita, I really don't wanna do it!!" Valeriano kept protesting.
"Valeriano. Have I decided that we're gonna dance together so are we. You're NOT gonna get away
this time!" Roshita told him and keeps dragging him.
At the dance floor Roshita and Valeriano are now about to start dancing. While Piero and Susie
keep on dancing, Roshita is struggling with getting Valeriano to dance with her.
"Come on Valeriano, go ahead and start dancing with me!" Roshita said.
"Goulp. I-I'm not so sure there... what if I mess things up!?" Valeriano said while shaking with fear..
"Valeriano! It's just you, me, and the other guys in here. Nothing's gonna go wrong. Now, get ready
to start dancing with me!" Roshita said and starts to dance.
Having no other choice, Valeriano attempts to make his first step, but trips on Roshita's foot and
makes several upwards volts in the air. After he reaches a certain height, and it's pretty high up in
the air, Valeriano starts falling down.
"Don't worry Valeriano, I'll catch you!!" Roshita said and tries to catch him in her arms. She
succeeds in catching Valeriano before he hits the ground.

"Woah, n-nice catch Roshita!" Valeriano said.
"No problem my dear."
Piero and Susie have just seen wha's been going on and applaud them, thinking it's some new dance
they're performing.
"Very good catch there Roshita!" Susie said while clapping her hands.
"Yeah, same here! Where'd you learn to dance like that, hunh??" Piero said.
"Er, this isn't really a..." Roshita's about to tell them otherwise, but seeing Valeriano in her arms
makes her want to give him a kiss on the cheek, which she does much to Valeriano's dismay and
embarrassment.
"Aw, look at those two lovebirds. This is just soo cute! I think they both would make a great couple
someday." Susie said.
"I somewhat doubt it though. I still think that no matter what happens between those two,
Valeriano's unlikely to show any sort of affections for Roshita anytime soon, if at all..." Piero said.
During the evening inside the Green Team's apartment, Calimero and Priscilla are now sitting at the
table having the dinner Priscilla's made.
"Now that we're having dinner... how do you find my cooking like?" Priscilla asked Calimero.
"You're actually pretty good at it, I have to admit! In fact, you're better than Piero, whose attempts
at cooking food usually fail quite spectacularly." Calimero said. "Also, the moment he gives up on
cooking he Piero usually resorts to pick up the phone to order some pizza."
They both laugh after Calimero says this while they're tugging on the dinner. Priscilla keeps staring
at Calimero with her eyes half-closed, imagining how their night could be turning out lite from this
point on.
"So Calimero... are you looking forward to what gonna come next?" Priscilla asked him.
"I'm looking more than forward to everything we might be doing tonight." Calimero replied.
"Te he... so am I as well. In fact, I think whatever we might do next is going to turn out pretty
great!" Priscilla said while blushing, apparently having something on mind for what's next after the
dinner. She then puts her hands on Calimero's left hand.
"Calimero... do you think we'll ever become a couple someday?" Priscilla asked him.
"Well, I'd say that nothing's impossible. Having spent so much time together, I think we'd make a
great couple." Calimero replied. Prsicilla blushes after hearing this and starts to blink with her eyes
repeatedly in front of him a few times, with her long eyelashes showing themselves as she does so.
Back at the dance club, Valeriano and pals are taking a break from all the dancing and are having
themselves a drink at the bar. Valeriano's trying to sip on his drink while Roshita keeps talking
about their act on the dance floor.

"We sure did a good impression on the dance floor earlier, didn't we? The way I catched you really
made Piero and Susie open their eyes!" Roshita said.
"Um... yes, we sure did..." Valeriano said and keeps sipping on his juice.
"I think we should try and do that again someday! I'm fairly sure other people would like seeing our
stunt as well." Roshita said.
"Er... I'm afraid that volt of mine was a one-time thing. There's no way I could redo that again."
Valeriano said.
"Oh, I'm sure you could. With a bit of practice I think we could reproduce it." Roshita said.
"Aaw..." Valeriano said while smacking his forehead. "I'll probably be in hospital by the moment we
even try doing that again... then again, Roshita doesn't seem to be listening to me..."
Roshita is indeed not listening, because she keeps jabbering away at the "dance move" they did
earlier. As to what drinks they've choosen, while the other three have picked themselves glasses of
mango juice Susie's choosen something different.
"Say Susie... why didn't you pick the same as us?" Piero asked her.
"Seriously, am I always required to pick the same thing as you guys??" Susie said.
"Er... No. I was just asking... so, what drink did you choose?" Piero said.
"A Sherry drink. I've heard it has a lot of cherry flavor in it, so it's bound to be something sweet."
Susie said.
"Ah, a drink with some cherries in it. Suppose all's fine then." Piero said and goes back to sipping
on his glass.
Susie eventually gets her drink and pays the waiter. She takes her first sip on it and is delighted by
the sweet taste.
"Mmm, that was absolutely wonderful!" Susie said.
"So it's much better than our drinks then??" Piero asked.
"Even better! In fact, it's so sweet that I might as well drink more of it!" Susie said and starts
drinking more of her glass. After a little while however she starts having hiccups and acting a bit
strange.
"*Hic*... well wadd'ya knoow... this little fella sure had a rather bittersweet taste to it! Wonder if
they've got some more of this stuff in here...*hic*" Susie said.
"Now that's not like her... gotta wonder what kind of drink she just ordered herself." Valierano said.
"I'll be finding it out in a flash! ... um, excuse me bartender." Piero called for his attention.
"Yes?" the bartender asked.

"What exactly is this Sherry drink made of?" Piero asked.
"Well, basically it's cherries, some whipped cream, and a little mini parasol on top of the glass. That
is pretty much all." the bartender replied.
"Ah, just like I first assumed. I do wonder, what else might be in the drink?" Pierio asked again.
"Oh, I forgot... there might be a hint of alcohol in it." the bartender said.
"Alcohol... hm, where do you think that bit might be coming from?" Piero asked.
"It comes from a few drips of this wine bottle, which gives the drink its distinct flavor." the
bartender said.
"Uh-oh... this couldn't bode well for tonight." Piero began to realize what Susie's just been drinking.
"Oh, one last thing; there's also a dash of sugar in the Sherry drinks, mainly to give it a sweeter
taste." the bartender added.
"A dash of sugar... this, combined with the alcohol, I assume would make Susie overly
hyperactive." Piero said.
"Overly hyperactive?? What do you mean by that Piero?" Valeriano asked.
"Well, remember last time Susie bought herself a bottle of Sherry from the grocery store?" Piero
said.
"Um... yeah, kinda. You mean the more common one with just sugar in it, right?" Valeriano said.
"Yep. After she drank her entire bottle she was having the biggest sugar rush throughout the whole
evening!" Piero said.
"Aw yeah, that evening sure wasn't the most pleasant one for me, nor for anyone else. It took Susie
the entire night just to cool down!" Valeriano said.
"Yeah. This time however, there's even wine in the Sherry, so I have this feeling that Susie could be
even worse tonight!!" Piero said.
"Y-you're not that serious, are you??!" Valeriano asked.
"I'am, actually... Susie, stop drinking your glass immediately!" Piero warned her. Susie's not
listening though, and asks the bartender for another glass of Sherry. Once she gets a new glass she
starts to drink it right away.
"Aw no... this night couldn't be ending well..." Piero said to himself.
Susie keeps on drinking Sherry after Sherry, and after she has had her fifth glass she can barely talk
properly or even think straight.
"*Hic* I... I-I would rather *hic* go to the floor and *hic* start shaking my booty loose!! *hic*"
Susie began blurting out.

"Susie, look what you've done now... you've just had yourself a Sherry with wine in it! Don't you
know how badly this could affect your mind!?" Piero scolded her.
"Ah quit it, duckface...*hic* you... y-you have no-no-no right to argue to... me like that! *hic* I-II'm... the queen of dancing. Ya hear it, I'm the QUEEEN!" Susie began to scream loudly while
standing up on her chair waving her index finger in the air. All Valeriano can do at this point is just
cover his eyes with his hands.
"Ooh, I can't watch this! I don't wanna find out what gonna happen to me, the others, or this place
even!!" Valeriano said to himself. Susie then gets off her chair and starts heading towards the dance
floor.
"Piero, get Susie back to her chair immediately!!" Roshita tells him out of fear Susie will hurt
herself should she fall down.
"I'am trying!!" Piero said while trying to drag Susie back. She's not one to be so easily stopped
though.
"H-hey Piero... *hic* This place sure looks pretty!!" Susie began bursting out with energy all of a
sudden.
"Oh no... guess it's time for her sugar rush again, only worse than last time!!" Piero said.
"Come on, it'll be fun! Let's go out there and dance my little duckface!! *hic*" Susie said. Not
liking where things are currently going, Piero attempts to run back to his seat, but Susie's quick to
grab him by the arm, and together they head to the disco floor to start dancing despite Piero's
protests.
"Hey music guy, could ya amp the tunes up? It's... reeeally quiet heere!!" Susie began to lose her
words, but starts dancing with Piero anyway. But due to the fact she's drunk and in a very high state
of sugar rush Susie can't really tell her own strength or how quick she's moving, so she dances at
rather bewildering speeds, really letting herself loose while Piero has to endure being spun around
in circles and having to take the beatings.
"Aaah!! Somebody heelp mee!!" Piero screamed. It's no use though. Susie's not listening, and she's
unlikely to let Piero go anytime soon. As all this is going on Valeriano and Roshita watches as the
two are dancing on the dance floor.
"Gosh, talk about a very hyperactive girl duck." Roshita said.
"Susie is apparently very sensitive to those Sherry drinks. The only thing is she never really learns
when to put the bottle down, and after having drunk all of it gets into an insanely high sugar rush!
What worries me most now is what's really gonna happen tonight..." Valeriano said with a very
worried look on his face.
"But the sugar alone is not what's causing Susie to blurt out things at random, is it?" Roshita asked.
"It's the alcohol obviously, but the sugar only amplifies it all, causing her to become a hyperactive,
drunk girl duck, with almost no end in sight!" Valeriano said.
"On the topic of alcohol... why haven't they begun with age restrictions here?" Roshita questioned.

"Ah, I don't know. By this point they should be knowing better about serving drinks to younger
people like us!" Valeriano said.
"Honestly, after all this stuff I think it might be a good idea for them to start introducing such a
restriction. After all, parents wouldn't wanna have their children get drunk here, do they?" Roshita
said.
"Yeah, I think you're right there... besides, neither of us knew that this dance club would be having
alcoholic drinks in the first place." Valeriano admitted and starts looking at Piero and Susie who are
still on the dance floor. So far nothing terrible has been happening besides Piero looking rather
bruised, but Valeriano still can't stop worrying about the worst possible outcome of it all.
Meanwhile in the Green Team's apartment, Caliermo and Priscilla have since finished dinner, and
are still sitting at the table talking about various things.
"You know, I really wonder how Valeriano and the others are doing by now. I mean, I know they're
more than capable on their own. I'm just feeling curious as to what they ahve decided to do."
Calimero said.
"Yeah, so do I. Who knows, maybe they're having their own fun somewhere in this town. Probably
having a snack at some bar or something." Priscilla said.
"Me thinks so too. They're probably enjoying themselves out there." Calimero said. After a moment
of quietness Priscilla then puts her hands over Calimero's hands, and is about to reveal to him what
they're gonna do next.
"I've been waiting for this moment for a very long time now. In fact, I... don't even know how you're
gonna respond to what I'm just gonna tell you..." Priscilla said.
"Don't worry Priscilla, I'm all ears for it. So, what is this thing you've been waiting to tell me for
this long?" Calimero said.
"*Giggle* You'll find it out soon enough. I'll be going into my room to get something. Wait at the
table and keep your eyes closed until I'm back, ok?" Priscilla said and goes into her bedroom.
Calimero closes his eyes and starts to think what kind of surprise Priscilla has in store for him.
"I really wonder what it could be... maybe it's a present or something? Perhaps a new coat? I could
really make do with a reserve of sorts." Calimero kept thinking to himself over the surprise.
Prisclla then returns again with something in her hand. She sneaks up to where Calimero is sitting
and puts a pill in his juice glass.
"There. I don't think he's found out what I've just put into his glass..." she quietly whispered to
herself and goes back to her chair.
"Ok Calimero, you can open your eyes now." Priscilla told him. After Calimero opens his eyes
again he's in wonder what the surprise really was.
"Um, Priscilla. I can't see anything around here, not even a small box." Calimero said.
"Yep. Exactly." Priscilla said, still having a smile on her face.

"So, if there was nothing for me, then why did I have to close my eyes?" Calimero asked.
"I do have something for you Calimero. I insist on it!" Priscilla said while rolling her eyes up a bit.
Clueless about what her surprise actually is, Calimero said and starts sipping on his glass. After
having drank all the juice in the glass Calimero starts to shrink to tiny size after a few seconds.
Priscilla heads to his seat and picks him up.
"Te he... look at you Calimero, you look so cute in my palms!" Priscilla said and puts him on the
table in front of the chair where she's sitting.
"Guess you didn't expect this, hunh? Well, shrinking you was one of the surprises I had in mind for
you. I thought our night might be turning out more interesting this way." Priscilla said.
"I see. But... is this really the moment you've been waiting for??" Calimero asked her.
"*Giggle* Not really. You see, shrinking you was only one of the steps to make our night more
special. In fact, the real moment that I've been waiting for is... this." Priscilla said and pulls out a
little box with a diamond ring inside.
"A ring? ... Is... is it for me??" Calimero asked her, now feeling even more confused.
"Te he he... no you silly. The ring is actually for me. I bought it at a ring shop earlier today, and I
thought it would fit me pretty well. Now, to the most important thing of this very moment..."
Priscila said and gives him the ring.
"For the longest time now I've been wanting to ask you this question. Calimero... would you marry
me?" Priscilla finally asks him her question. Calimero's initially speechless for a brief moment after
hearing this question of hers, but quickly realizes that the time to get themselves married has
probably come.
"Sure Priscilla... I'll marry you." Calimero said and puts the ring on her finger. As he tries to put it
on she starts blushing while having her eyes closed.
"Oh Calimero... I really can't believe this is happening here and now! We're finally getting
married!" Priscilla said while kicking her legs gently with excitement.
"Priscilla. You're the best friend I've met in my entire life. But I always wondered if our friendship
would ever evolve into something bigger than just being friends." Calimero said.
"You know, I've always considered you and me boyfriend and girlfriend, respectively. So... will you
always be loving me, no matter what happens?" Priscilla asked.
"Yes, of course! To me you're always the cutest little chick, and no other girl I may see on our
adventures could ever compare to you." Calimero replied. Upon hearing his words happy tears
starts falling down her eyes.
"Aaw, that's the sweetest thing you've ever said to me!" Priscilla said and gives Calimero a kiss
while holding him in her hands.
Later at night before 12 o clock, Valeriano and his pals are now walking across the town.

"Oh, just great. We've been kicked out of a dance club all thanks to a girl duck who just can't stay
away from Sherry drinks!" Valeriano complained to himself.
"Aw come on Valeriano. It didn't end that badly for us, did it?" Roshita asked.
"Not ending badly?? Before we were booted out of the club I had to PAY for all the damages that's
been caused by Piero and Susie's wild dancing around, and things of great value had been destroyed
even! How could it not be a bad thing?!!" Valeriano said in anger.
"Uugh, I feel terrible all over my body... I just wanna go home now..." Piero said.
"Piero, we can't go back now! Calimero and Priscilla's night has probably just started by now, and it
likely won't be over anytime soon." Valeriano told Piero.
"I wonder where we could stay for the night." Roshita said. Hearing Susie's constant singing behind
them, Valeriano thinks now might as well be the time to check in on a hotel.
"Aargh, I just can't stand it anymore. Guess we'll better find a hotel to stay at for a night's sleep as
soon as possible!" Valeriano said.
It's a struggle getting Susie to come with them though, because she ofteh tends to stumble in all
possible directions except for where they're going.
"Ooh, I've had enough of all the singing by now!! Guess I'll have to take matters into my own
hands..." Piero said and grabs Susie's hand and tries to make her come with him. It's no use though;
Susie still wanders off in her own direction with Piero being the one who's dragged along.
"Sigh. Not even Piero's a match for her it seems..." Valeriano sighed.
"But we can't just let them wander off. We better make Susie come with us!" Roshita said.
"Well, I think it's gotta be a problem. First of all, Susie's still drunk. Secondly... well, she's still in a
very high sugar rush, which means she might start screaming loudly anytime now..." Valeriano said.
"C'mon Piero, let's rock iiit!!" an highly overactive Susie screamed and starts swinging Piero in the
air with her arm.
"Aargh, put me down Susie! Put me doooown!!!" Piero screamed, worried her grip might loosen
and he starts flying away.
"Aw noo... you're right Roshita. We better take care of this quickly!" Valeriano said and with
Roshita runs off to fetch Piero and Susie back and get to a nearby hotel as soon as possible.
Back in the Green Team's apartment, Calimero and Priscilla are sitting on the sofa watching some
movies on TV. Calimero snuggles himself into Priscilla's lap to get himself into a better lying
position. His movements makes Priscilla start giggling a bit.
"*Giggles* so Calimero hun... are you enjoying our private night so far?" Priscilla asked him.
"I'm enjoying it all... I won't be forgetting this night of ours in a very long time, and never in my
dreams did I think it would be with my best girlfriend, and being shrunk as well." Calimero said.

"Aaw..." Priscilla started to feel even more stricken with love after hearing Calimero's words. She
adjusts herself to a laying position, making sure to pick up Calimero before she does so and put him
on her lap again once she's lying down on her back. She picks a popcorn from the popcorn bowl on
the table and offers it to him.
"Here Calimero, have a popcorn." Priscilla said and gives it to him.
"Thanks Priscilla." Calimero said and starts nibbling on the popcorn. Priscilla enjoys seeing her tiny
boyfriend having a good time with her, and closes her eyes for a moment and starts to think.
"Aah. I can only wonder how our future might look like once we've got our act together and start
moving into our own apartment, or house even... on the other hand, while it's a fun thought, I might
start to miss our friends after a while..." Priscilla said.
"I agree. I'd miss them too. I'm open to the possibility of you and me moving into our own home at
some point in the future. But I feel it might take some way to also convince our friends about it."
Calimero said.
"Yeah... I'm still not too sure about it though." Priscilla said, still not feeling too sure. Not wanting
her to feel regret for making such a decision, Calimero grabs the finger on her left hand and starts to
talk to her about it a little.
"Don't worry about it now Priscilla. Right now we should just enjoy our night together. The part
about us moving into our own home is for the future to decide. None the less, I'm still open to the it.
Anything you decide to do, I will agree to it." Calimero said.
"Hm... you're right Calimero. Tonight is our night, and we shouldn't be letting such thoughts get in
our way." Priscilla said and decides not to worry about it anymore. Still having her finger held by
Calimero, Priscilla turns her head towards the TV to see the movie they're watching, with Calimero
doing the same.
Meanwhile, the other Green Team members are now in the lobby of the hotel. After having checked
in, as well as assuring the hotel owner that Susie's just been having too much fun at the dance club
after being asked about her rather strange behavior, they all get into their rooms. Valeriano and
Roshita sleeps together in their room, while Piero and Susie sleeps in their room next to them.
In the former's room, after having brushed their teeth Valeriano and Roshita get to bed. Valeriano
sleeps on the left bedside while Roshita's on the right side.
"Yaawn... I'm so tired now I probably won't be waking up to all the background noise outside... if
we could hear it, that is. The walls in this room seems almost completely isolated." Valeriano said
and is about to nod off to sleep. Looking at Valeriano, Roshita interrupts him.
"You know, it's the first time you and I are sleeping together in the same bed..." Roshita said.
"Yeah. Even I find it rather unusual to be in the same bedroom as you..." Valeriano said and is about
to go to sleep. After hearing his words though Roshita starts to blush a bit and interrupts him again.
"Hey Valeriano, how about we spend some time together before we go to sleep?" Roshita asked.
"Um... look, I'm too tired right now..." Valeriano is about to say no until being cut short by Roshita.

"Come on, I know you wanna do it..." Roshita said and sits herself closer to Valeriano's bedside, and
starts to rub her finger under his beak. Valeriano's not feeling too comfortable though.
"Goulp... Um... look, c-could we take this a-another time? It's very late now and w-we really n-need
to go to bed..." Valeriano said nervously.
"Aw come on, we have all the night to ourselves now. Please please please..." Roshita kept pushing
him. Eventually Valeriano has to give in to her demands, knowing that this time he won't be getting
away.
"Sigh... alright, I'll stay awake with you then. Just remember that..." Valeriano was about to finish,
but is cut short by Roshita kissing him on the lips of his beak.
In Piero and Susie's bedroom, things aren't as cuddly and intimate, because Susie's staying up and
having some real fun in there chasing Piero all over the room and having pilow fights.
"Susie, please stop it now! I really need to go to sleep!!" Piero told her.
"Aw come on Piero! Staying up late is... really fun!! *hic*" Susie said and keeps chasing him.
"Seriously, I'm not finding it very fun at all!!" Piero protested. Susie's not giving him any rest
though, and keeps running and jumping about the room.
After a hour or two of enduring Susie's fighting with pillows, singing, and talking about random
nonsense from time to time, Susie's finally fallen asleep on the floor. After getting her tucked into
bed he goes to sleep. He has some trouble with falling alseep though.
"Gosh... even with Susie now in bed, I somehow still can't fall asleep..." Piero said.. He tries to read
on some comics, but that seems to fail him, so he spends a couple minutes reflecting on last day's
events. He then falls asleep after having thinked over all what's happened.
At the same time in the Green Team's apartment, Calimero and Priscilla are now sitting at the table
having their last meal before bed; a bowl of cereal rings and milk.
"Calimero, I think our night has turned out to be a great one, don't you agree?" Priscilla asked.
"I think so too. Only bummer is not being able to hold a spoon or even reach up to a bowl of cereals
while being at this size..." Caliero said. Fortunately for him Priscila's taken his little problem into
consideration and let's him have some of her cereal rings.
"Here Calimero, have some of the dry cereal rings." Priscilla said and gives him some cereal rings"Thank you Priscilla. You're so kind towards me, even if I'm smaller than you." Calimero said.
"I know, but since we've grown such a huge friendship over the years it would be impossible for me
to see you as something other than a friend, or in the worst case, a bug. Also, despite being your
girlfriend, I sometimes see myself as your closest sister to some extent." Priscilla said.
"Yeah, I can easily see why you'd be thinking that way. I mean, when something happens to me,
you'll always be there for me and look after me even in the toughest of times, and I'm forever
grateful for always caring for me." Calimero said.

"Aw, it's nothing. That's what friends really are for, right? Anyway, now that I came to think of it...
have you got any sister of yours?" Priscilla asked him.
"Hm... I'm not so sure about it... nope, not what I know of." Calimero replied.
"Oh, alright... Well, since you haven't got any sister of yours, I might as well volunteer to be your
sister, if you'd like..." Priscilla said.
"Hm... I don't think I'll agree there. First of all, you and I are not related in terms of family, and
secondly, it would only seem weird to our friends for you to suddenly be my new sister." Calimero
told her. Upon hearing this Priscilla starts to shed some tears.
"Oh, I see... Oh no, what have I just done?? ... how foolish of me to ruin our night by telling him
this stuff!..." Priscilla is about to starting break down, thinking she's just ruined it all. Calimero
wipes his hand across her face to wipe off the tears and grabs her finger with the diamond ring on it.
"No no, don't cry Priscilla. You haven't ruined anything. I just wasn't very keen on the idea of you
becoming my sister all of a sudden. I hope you understand. I still love you despite that." Calimero
comforted her.
"*Sniff*... Thanks Calimero. You're the best one I've ever met..." Priscilla said and hugs him, with
Calimero hugging her back. They keep hugging each other for a moment until Priscilla's feelings
are settled.
"You're feeling better?" Calimero asked her.
"Yeah. I'm better now. I suppose I wasn't quite clear over what I meant by being your"sister". You
see, I wasn't saying that I would start to become your sister, but to simply BE like a sister. You
know what I mean?" Priscilla said.
"Oh, so that's what you meant? Being like my sister? Yeah, I think that could work, as long as it's
just for fun." Calimero said.
"Yeah. I'd always wanted to play as your sister for some time. Anyway, let's forget about it now and
finish eating." Priscilla said. They both agree to keep this thing to themselves.
After having finished their meal they then head into the living room again. While in there Priscilla
puts Calimero on the sofa.
"Ok honey. Wait here while I'm going to my bedroom, because I have one more surprise for you
tonight!" Priscilla said and goes to her bedroom to get something.
Thinking it's some sort of present, Calimero sits down and waits patiently for Priscilla to return with
the gift she's got for him. When he's at his most unaware, Priscilla starts sneaking up to the sofa.
"Raaowr!!" Priscilla surprised Calimero by popping up at the front of his seat.
"Yikes!! Don't scare me like that Priscilla!" Calimero said.
"Realize it Calimero. I'm gonna catch you now, and you won't be getting away!" Priscilla said with
a slightly mischievious, but playful tone in her voice.

"Gulp... A-are you really meaning what you're saying now??!" Calimero asked nervously, not
knowing whether she's joking or if she's serious.
"*Giggles*... naw, I'm not serious about it. I just wanna play a game of chase with you! ... hang on,
did I really scare you earlier? I'm sorry if I did..." Priscilla said.
"Heh heh... of course you didn't Priscilla. Ok, maybe a little. I guess I just wasn't prepared for it."
Calimero said.
"Oh, alright then. So, do you wanna play chase with me?" Priscilla asked him again.
"Alright. Go for it!" Calimero agreed.
They then start playing. Priscilla gets up on the sofa and proceeds to grab him, slowing herself
down a little to make sure Calimero can react in time. He evades her hand just in time.
"Seems like you missed me Priscilla!" Calimero said and starts making his way down the sofa.
"Oh believe me, this is just the beginning. I will be getting you, he he he he!" Priscilla said.
Calimero decides to hide under the sofa, thinking Priscilla won't find him under there. It doesn't
take long for her to find him though.
"Hah, found you!" Priscilla said and reaches under with her arm to grab him.
"Uh-oh. Looks like I need to find a better hiding place..." Calimero said and runs out from the sofa's
underside before Priscilla can even grab him. He runs off to find another hiding spot, this time
under the bed in his bedroom.
"There. She won't find me under here." Calimero said quietly to himself. Priscilla comes in to find
him. She can't seem to find him though.
"Calimero? Where are you? Come out, you can't hide from me all night." Priscilla said playfully
and keeps looking around the room. She eventually comes to a pause and keeps wondering where
Calimero's went to.
"Hm... strange. I wonder where he is... He can't just simply disappear like that..." Priscilla said and
scratches her head. It seems that Calimero's little plan is working.
"Heh heh... afraid it'll take you a loong time to find me, Priscilla..." Calimero said and chuckles to
himself. Eventually Priscilla decides to get on all four and search for him. While Calimero's
laughing to himself Priscilla's hand then touches him, patting him into the floor a few times.
"Hunh? I think I'm feeling something down there..." Priscilla said and keeps searching on the spot.
After searching a bit more she finally feels Calimero under her palm and grabs him.
"Got you. Looks like I've won the game!" Priscilla said, feeling proud of having catched Calimero.
"Hm... you know, I'd like to have another game of chase with you!" Calimero suggested.
"Ooh... You want a rematch, hunh?" Priscilla said, more than excited to have another round.

"Yes. This time you'll be the one to run and hide, while I'm the one chasing you!" Calimero said.
"Oh, te he he... I can barely wait to start the next round!" Priscilla said while blushing a bit, excited
about the thought of a tiny Calimero chasing her around the apartment. After Prisclla puts Calimero
down on the floor again they start another game of chase, with Calimero chasing her this time.
Back in the hotel, Valeriano and friends are now in hot water it seems. The police have just arrived
after hearing reports of disturbing noises occuring in the hotel.
"I tell you, the noise isn't coming from our room!" Valeriano keeps telling the police.
"But it must come from here. We keep hearing reports about it from the guests here." one of the
policemen said.
"Sigh... alright, have a look in our room then. I can assure you though nothing in there is out of the
ordinary." Valeriano said and let's the police look in their bedroom. Spotting nothing un-normal in
there, it doesn't take them long to spot Valeriano's video camera on the chair besides their bed.
"We just saw this camera on the chair... what's it being used for?" one of the policemen asked him.
"That's my video camera. I'm using it to film and document anything of interest on my journeys."
Valeriano said.
"And what materials of interest would that be?" the police officer asked.
"Well, mainly places we visit and spectacular discoveries we make during our adventures, nothing
else." Valeriano said.
"Except for that time you kept filming that Graziella fellow." Roshita said.
"Roshita, don't spoil it now!! Besides, I've already got rid of that casette long ago!" Valeriano told
her to keep quiet. Fortunately the police don't seem to have heard anything of what they just talked
about.
"Alright. We understand. Sorry for wasting your time. So where is the noise coming from then??
The hotel guests keep complaining about it behind our backs." the police officer said. Just then
Roshita hears where the noise is coming from.
"I'll go and look in Piero and Susie's bedroom." Roshita said and goes into their room to find out.
After taking a look in their room Roshita returns again with some news.
"I've looked in there now, and... *laughs* just come and see it for yourselves." Roshita said and
leads them to Piero and Susie's room, where they find Susie snoring so loudly on her bedside that
the noise wakes up the entire hotel. Piero meanwhile is sitting up covering his ears.
"Gaah, who would've thought that such a beloved girlfriend of mine can snore so loud!" Piero
complained.
"So... this is where the noise comes from?!" Valeriano said and starts bursting out in laughter.
"Seriously, this isn't funny!!" Piero told him off.

"Ha ha... right, sorry... alright everyone, we'd like to apologize for the noise you've been hearing all
night. We'll be sorting it out in no time!" Valeriano told the police and the guests. The police dismiss
themselves and leaves the hotel, with the guests heading back into their rooms, expecting the noise
to stop as soon as possible.
"Hm... now onto the big problem... how are we gonna solve this?" Valeriano asked himself.
"Same here..." Roshita said, feeling equally clueless on how to deal with the problem. They make
several attempts to suppress Susie's snoring, but none of the attempts are working.
"Nope. It's useless. No matter what we try Susie's snoring noise always gets through." Roshita said.
"I can only think of one other thing, and that is to get Susie outside!" Valeriano said.
"But, isn't it a little mean of us to just leave her outside??" Roshita asked him.
"Yes, but we haven't got any other choice. If the guests, and more importantly, you and I are gonna
be able to sleep tonight, we just have to do it." Valeriano said.
"Oh... well, in that case, let's go for it then!" Roshita said and helps Valeriano and Piero to carry
Susie and put her on the bench just outside the hotel.
"Phew. That girl sure was pretty heavy!" Valeriano said as he rests a bit after all the carrying.
"Yeah, same here..." Piero said. They put a blanket over her to make sure she doesn't get cold.
"I just hope she'll be alright next morning..." Roshita wondered.
"I'm sure she will. I mean, by the time morning rises Susie might as well be like all new again."
Valeriano said. After taking a brief look at her one more time they all head back inside again.
Meanwhile, in the Green Team's apartment Caliermo and Priscilla are about to go to bed, with
Priscilla holding Calimero in her hands as they walk towards her bedroom. For bedtime Priscilla's
donned her pink pajamas with a motif of small red roses on it.
"So, you're ready to go to bed Calimero?" Priscilla asked him.
"Yes, I'm more than ready... and a bit tired as well." Calimero said.
"Well, good thing we're almost at my bed then." Priscilla said.
They soon reach Priscilla's bedroom, and after going to bed Priscilla stares at her little boyfriend for
a brief moment with a smile on her face before speaking to him.
"You know, the night we just had tonight was a rather great one." Priscilla told him.
"Yeah. It was the best idea you ever thought of for both you and me. I will certainly never forget
this." Calimero said.
Priscilla then takes a look at her diamond ring, and thoughts keep twirling inside her head,
particularly about her future living together with Calimero.

"Hm... I really wonder if you and I would be having any offsprings of ours in the future, should we
decide to live together on our own." Priscilla wondered.
"Hm... I'm no too sure about that. I mean, our time as a married couple has just started, and... who
knows, maybe it'll happen, maybe it won't. It is for the future to decide I think." Calimero said.
"Oh well, there goes those plans... but I'm fine with the idea about our offsprings not happening any
time soon, because... we haven't yet prepared for this kind of thing happening, and..." Priscilla said.
"Maybe we should talk about something else now?" Calimero asked her.
"Yeah. I'm not too sure where I'm trying to go with this thing anyway." Priscilla said and puts her
little thought aside. She looks down on Calimero, who is laying on her chest.
"Are you feeling comfy down there?" Priscilla asked him.
"Yes, I'm feeling comfy enough. Though it could've been better if I had blanket over me or
something..." Calimero said.
"You know, that's easily fixed in no time." Priscilla said and picks him up, and puts him in her chest
with a bit of her pajamas shirt covering his body.
"There. You're feeling warm now?" Priscilla asked him.
"Definitely feeling warm now..." Calimero said with a smile on his face, almost drifting off to sleep
due to the warmth temperature of her chest. Priscilla giggles a little and snuggles herself deeper into
her bed.
They both stay awake for a little longer before going to sleep. They keep talking about how their
life would've been different without each other.
"So Calimero. If we hadn't met each other early on, do you think would our lives have turned out
very different?" Priscilla asked him.
"I think so. If it weren't for you, then I would never have met friends like Valeriano, Susie, Roshita,
and so on. We also wouldn't have been where we are now." Calimero said.
"Yeah. It's strange to think about all this now, because so long has gone since it was just you and me
being friends, and Piero being a bully towards you." Priscilla said.
"To be honest, you could be a bit bad towards me as well. But I suppose you had your reasons...
anyway, those times have long since past, and... it's something we should just be leaving behind...
still gotta miss the times you and I we're mostly together on our own." Calimero said.
"Yeah, me too. But I'll make sure we can spend our times alone more often from here on." Priscilla
told him. Just then Calimero turns himself around and hugs her chest.
"Oh...? He's hugging my chest now. How adorable..." Priscilla said and puts her hand over
Calimero, but not enough to cover his head. She begins to stroke him gently with her hand.
"You know, for some time I've always wanted to tell you this... Priscilla, I love you." Calimero said.

"I love you too Calimero, more than anything else on this planet." Priscilla said and starts to cuddle
with him. They keep cuddling in bed for a fair while.
"Sigh... this night of ours is probably the best thing to have ever happened in my life... I'm looking
forward to find out what the future holds for us..." Priscilla thought to herself and keeps thinking
romantic thoughts. After some time they both eventually fall asleep in her bed.
Next morning at the hotel, in his and Roshita's room Valeriano's just woken up. He's told by Roshita
not to get up just yet, because they've had some breakfast served on their beds. After having eaten
their breakfast they're both ready to leave the hotel.
"Don't forget your camera Valeriano." Roshita reminded him.
"Oh, yeah. I almost forgot. Still not quite fully awake yet." Valeriano said and goes back in to get
his video camera.
"Where's Piero by the way? Isn't he supposed to be up by now?" Valeriano wondered. They go into
his room to see him still sleeping in bed. He's apparently far too tired to even think about getting up.
"Piero, get up now! We're ready to leave the hotel!" Valeriano told him.
"It's no use Valeriano, let me try... PIEROOO, you big lazyhead! Get yourself off your bed now or
we'll leave you right where you are and head back home without you!!" Roshita screamed at Piero.
Her screaming seems to wake him up, because he's now sitting upright in bed.
"My, lower your voice madame! I was just having a very nice dream here!" Piero told her.
"Have you been sleeping at all??" Valeriano asked him.
"Barely... While I did fall asleep briefly after we got Susie outside, I still found myself waking up
every now and then. To be brief, I've only been sleeping for three hours in total." Piero said.
"Well, those bloodshot eyes of yours are pretty telling of that..." Valeriano said.
"Can you guys wait for me before you go? I'll have to get myself dressed first." Piero said.
"Sure. Just don't take too long, ok?" Valeriano said.
Outside the hotel, Susie's still lying on the bench sleeping. She soon wakes up though, only to feel a
terrible headache, and to find herself on a bench outside of a hotel.
"Uugh, what a headache... Hang on, where am I? How have I ended up here?" Susie asked herself.
Just then Valeriano and friends come out of the hotel to find Susie sitting upright on her bench.
"Oh Susie, you're finally awake. Are you feeling alright?" Valeriano asked her.
"Nope. Having a terrible headache now that doesn't wanna go away... where am I, and what did I
even do last night? I can't remember a thing..." Susie said.
"You don't know?? Well, I'll tell ya what..." Piero's about to tell Susie about alst night's events, but
is cut short by Valeriano.

"Piero! ... you know Susie, don't worry about it. Nothing too important worth talking about."
Valeriano said.
Still feeling her headache, Susie tries to stand up, only to find herself swinging back and forth a
little, not feeling at all too well.
"Gosh. Those Sherry drinks Susie's been having last night must've had sapped all energy out of her
after the effects wore off on her." Roshita said. The others nod in agreement.
"Susie, may I hold ya to make sure you don't fall over?" Piero asked her.
"Oh, thank you Piero... " Susie said and accepts his offer.
While on their way back to their apartment, they all wonder how Calimero and Priscilla's been
doing while they wre having their private night.
"I really wonder how those guys have been doing..." Valeriano said.
"Yeah, me too... have their night been as strange and hectic as ours, do you think?" Roshita asked
her friends.
"I doubt it. Me thinks all has been going well for those chicks..." Piero said.
"I think Piero's right there... however, all I can think about now is to finally see my best buddy
Calimero again when we get back home..." Valeriano said and keeps thinking about his best friend,
who he just can't wait to see again.
Meanwhile, in their apartment Calimero and Priscilla has already gotten up and are now having
breakfast in the living room on the sofa, watching on the TV as they tug into their food.
"It's our first morning together alone in this apartment, and already I'm finding it odd there isn't any
noise going on in here. It's so quiet in here, more so than usual." Priscilla said. Calimero meanwhile
is still at his tiny size, but it seems he has come to this decision on his own.
"Um, Calimero... are you sure you don't wanna grow back to normal size by now?" Priscilla asked.
"Yes, I'm sure about it. I decided to stay tiny, and may remain at this size for as long as you'd like, if
you're fine with that?" Calimero said.
"Oh Calimero, you always think of me first before anything else..." Priscilla said and picks him up
to give him a small hug.
"The night we had last day was really superb in my opinion... apart from a minor incident which I
myself was responsible for..." Priscilla said.
"Aw Priscilla. You simply told me what you wanted me to know.Let's not worry about it anymore."
Calimero assured her.
"Yeah, suppose you're right there." Priscilla said. She then shows him her ring again.
"You know, even now that ring looks pretty on your finger. It suits you very well." Calimero said.

"Aaw, thank you my little sweetheart..." Priscilla said while blushing and let's Calimero touch her
ring some more.
"You may touch it for as long as you'd like. I won't mind it... in fact, I like watching you down
there." Priscilla said and keeps adoring her little boyfriend.
Just then Valeriano and friends return return back again after a long and hectic night. The only thing
they all can think about are to sit down on the sofa and not doing a thing.
"Aah, home sweet home..." Piero said.
"Finally... I hope to just sit down and not do a thing through the entire day." Valeriano said.
"Me too. I'm all tired from all the stuff that's happened last night... but we sure danced pretty good
together, didn't we Valeriano?"Roshita said.
"Um... yeah, I suppose so..." Valeriano said.
"Only thing I can think of now, like everyone else here, is to simply lie down and not move a inch
from my seat." Piero said to himelf.
"Hello, anybody in here!" Valeriano called out to see if anyone's in the apartment.
"We're still in here!!" Priscilla shouted from the living room. They all head into the living room to
see her sitting with Calimero, having breakfast in front of the TV.
"Hello you two! Has your night been a good one?" Valeriano asked them.
"Ooh, it was the most glamorous and fun night I've ever had with my boyfriend for ages!" Priscilla
said with pure happiness.
"I just spotted something... is that a ring on your finger Priscilla?" Roshita asked her having been
quick to spot Priscilla's new ring.
"Well. You may not believe it, but *giggles* I've finally married myself to Calimero here!" Priscilla
said.
"What??" the other guys said in surprise. Calimero then peeks out from Priscilla's lap and starts to
tell them.
"It is in fact true; for the longest time Priscilla's been wanting to marry me, and this night that she
had been planning was her chance to finally make her dream come true." Calimero said.
"Te hee... yep, this has been a lifelong dream of mine. And now it's finally happened!" Priscilla said.
"So, do you think this new marriage of yours will hold up for long time to come?" Roshita asked.
"Oh yes, I'm fairly sure it will. I mean, me and Calimero are basically meant for each other, and
nothing is gonna change that fact." Priscilla said.
"Well, I hope you'll be even happier together now that you're married to each other." Valeriano said.

"Thanks Valeriano." Priscilla said.
"By the way, are you planning to move out of this place any time soon? Just asking." Valeriano said.
"Me and Calimero discussed a little about it last night. However, I came to the conclusion that I
would just miss you guys if we were to move out." Priscilla said.
"Oh, I see. Well, if you do decide to move out, you're still welcome to visit us any time. Remember,
we're still a team even if some of our best friends lives at some other place." Valeriano said.
"Thanks again Valeriano. We'll make sure to pay regular visits to your apartment every now and
then... if in the future me and Calimero have decided to settle somewhere else, that is." Priscilla
said.
Meanwhile, Susie's standing by herself behind them all with an terrible headache that is
progressively getting worse, and she's not in the mood to do anything at this point.
"Aagh!! This headache is only getting worse and worse for each minute..." Susie said while holding
her hand onto her forehead.
"I suggest you better go to bed Susie." Roshita told her and makes her go to her bedroom and get
herself into bed.
"What's with Susie?" Priscilla wondered.
"Well, you see... last night me and the others went to a dance club where Susie had herself 5 glasses
of Sherry with a "hint" of alcohol in it, and a BIG dash of sugar, causing Susie to grow hyperactive
while also feeling drunk at the same time... and as if that weren't enough, I had to PAY for the
damages Susie caused at the club that night! ..." Valeriano said.
"Oh yeah. Susie sure has a bit of an weakness to Sherry drinks. She just simply can't resist buying
herself a single bottle, even if she knows that the sugar in it makes her feel hyperactive. However,
I'm a bit concerned about that headache she now seems to be having..." Priscilla said.
"Aw, with a bit of sleep and rest I think Susie will be as good as new eitehr the next day or week,
depending on how quickly she recovers from it." Roshita assured her.
After getting themselves settled down again they all reflect on the previous day. Calimero and
Priscilla are first to talk about their night.
"I think it all turned out alright. In fact, me and Calimero should be doing these private nights of
ours more often, right Calimero?" Priscilla asked him, with Calimero nodding in agreement.
"Well- While me and my friends' night were fairly good, next time we really should stay away from
any dance clubs which serve alcoholic drinks to visitors, or risk having to pay for all damages
caused." Valeriano said.
"Yeah. I don't think I'd wanna see an hyperactive Susie rocking it all loose on a dance club again,
especially if I'm the one to take all the lumps!" Piero agreed.
"Um... yeah, there's that to consider as well I suppose..." Valeriano said.

"I think my night with Valeriano at the hotel was pretty much fine. I would like to spend my night
with him again someday." Roshita said.
"I... I disapprove of that idea." Valeriano said.
"Why??" Roshita asked him.
"Well. It's just that... that I'd rather not wanna be left awake late at night yet another time, that's all. I
need my beauty sleep too you know!" Valeriano said. After saying his thing Roshita then gets
herself onto his seat.
"This time you won't be getting away so easily, Valeriano. I know you have your needs, but... I also
have my own needs, and one of those needs are to be with YOU. Here and now!" Roshita said and
gives him a hug while laying on his lap. Valeriano tries to get off his armchair, to no avail.
"Roshita! I... I- I really need to go now. I have to bring my video camera back into my room, and..."
Valeriano said.
"Don't try and come up with any excuses now Valeriano. You'll be sitting here with me now, no
matter what!" Roshita said and keeps hugging him, and rubs her finger back and forth under his
beak a little.
The other guys starts lauging as Roshita keeps hugging her boyfriend despite his attemps to try and
get away. Priscilla then looks out to the window and starts to think.
"Hm... now that me and Calimero have become a couple, I wonder... what the future might hold for
us from here on..." Priscilla said to herself and keeps thinking over all possible scenarios that could
happen when the time finally comes. As the story comes to a close, Pricilla lays herself down on the
sofa and starts to cuddle with Calimero, who also cuddles with her back.

